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These Star Wars D6 Character sheets have to go with my streamlined rules based on WEG's 1st edition of the Star Wars game, with a few special changes based on the game almost every year since it came out in '87. You can check'em here: Star Wars D6 Rules Essentials If you end up using these sheets and think there's something
you'd like to see added to them, leave a comment below. Thx! Leaf was made by Timothy O., later improved by Andreas. Editions This sheet for Star Wars: Role-playing game originally published by West End Games in 1987, commonly also referred to as star Wars D6. The game has different iterations that are all pretty interchangeable:
Star Wars (1987)(The simplest, Least Options, but Still Some People's Favorite) Star Wars 2nd Edition (1992) Star Wars 2nd Edition, Revised (RE) (1996) And Finally: Star Wars Revised, Advanced and Updated (REUP) (2015) (Free, Massive New Fan Created Version, Best Choice for Most People) Leaf Is Now Developed with REUP in
Mind but should work for all other publications too, except for the default rolls uses wild die. Rolls in Star Wars D6 Your skills and attributes are the sum of d6 dice and pips. The player rolls against a set of difficulty or the opposite roll, depending on what the GM considers in the situation. There is a slight difference in how the rolls are
made between the different editions summed up below. NOTE: The current default bone roll with a leaf of the character uses wild bones, How it works in popular editions of REE and REUP: highlight with red wild diced rolls 1 (leaving mechanical resolution complications up TO GM) highlight with green wild diced rolls 6 (and automatically
adds extra rolls) set aside with blue wild diced rolls 6 if one of the bonus dies comes as 1 (not found a way to remove) 1E you throw the amount of bone in your skill by adding a number of pips to the roll. Currently the leaf roll button uses wild die, see the other editions below: 2E In 2E, one die in all the rolls are replaced by a wild die that
explode on roll 6, i.e. you can roll it over and add the result to the total. This can be continued if the wild die rolls 6 again. If wild die rolls one, GM may decide to deduct the value of the wild die and the high die you rolled out of the amount. Note: This abbreviation is not done automatically. API Scenario: Wild Bones can automate it. An
example of a roll for 5d'2 (5 - 1)d6cf0cs7 and 2 1d6!cf1cs6 REE and REUP in REE and REUP , one die in all rolls are replaced by wild die that explode on roll 6, ie you can roll it again and add the result to the total. This can be continued if the wild die rolls 6 again. If wild die rolls one, GM may decide that: a complication occurs (regardless
if the roll has succeeded No) or subtract the value of the wild die and high die you rolled out the amount of nothing Rolling out the sheet When rolling skill/attribute/weapon/dunk roll it asks for a bone mod, then then Peep mod, so bonuses/penalties can be applied to the rolls directly, but uses 0 by default if you click enter. If there are no
active modifiers, you can simply spam enter twice to get the roll done quickly. The option of disabling this feature is one of the planned improvements. All rolls use the default template and fold for everyone. They take into account possible penalties from WoundLevel and Force_Up if the character is injured or concentrates on the
continuous force of force. In addition, the use of power skills takes into account the Force_Emptiness bonus. If the initiative rolls should appear on the tracker, the sheet must be connected to the marker and selected and then rolled up. Character points, extra bones and a custom roll don't use the above attributes for simplicity. Roll20
sheet general tips On all skill rolls pip box should be filled with room and can not be left empty, or it will break the roll and show 0 as a result. Ran penalties are automatically deducted from all relevant rolls if used, the same with The Force Powers Up tracker Can you hide the forces and background sections with the box on the left side of
the Macros Custom Roll section: Pattern: default (name)? The name of the roll (Roll) (?) Number of cubes - 1)d6cf0cs7 ? The number of pips0.1d6!cf1cs6, are notable attributes that can be useful in macros: WoundLevel Value can be 0.-1,-1,-2,-5,-10, corresponding to Healthy, Stunned, Wounded, Wounded Twice, Incapacitated, Fatally
Wounded, as they can be selected from the sheet. Good for tracking roll penalties automatically. The incapacitated and mortally wounded have absurd punishments on the spot as the character should not be able to function when in this form. It Force_Up to track the number of powers up and gives an corresponding negative value for the
number of active forces. Good for tracking roll penalties, incurring from supported force powers automatically. Character-Point (default) (name Character Point) (Roll) 1d6!cs100cf0 Complication (necessary complication of the table) pattern:default (nameComplication) Type of Weapon Damage Archaic Guns Artillery Blaster Artillery
Bowcaster Bowcaster Fighting Capital Artillery Gun Abandoned Artillery Ship Damaging Vehicle Blasters' (Roll) (1d6!cs100cf0) (?) Bone Damage (D) 012 3 45 667 8'10'11'12'13'14'-1) d6cs100cf0f? Damage Pips)01234 Defense (pattern: default) (name)? Defense Type Defense Pool Brawl Parry Dodge Lightsaber Meli Parry (Roll) 1d6! (?
How many cubes (D) 01234577 8 9'10'12'13'14'-1)d6cs100cf0? (Pips)0 x 1 2 3 4 (Fashion Cover) (?) Cover:0'1/4, 1'1/2, 2'3/4, 4')d6cs100cf0 Mod) (?) Environment 01 24)d6cs100cf0 Dice-Pool pattern:default (name)? Skills Used? pool with diced Acrobatics Altera Aquatic Water Operation Operation Repair of Water Vehicles Archaic Guns
Archaic Piloting Starship Repairing The Armor of Alien Types Artillery Artillery Bargain Animal Riding Blaster Artillery Blaster Blaster Repair Bowcaster Bowes Brawl Parry Bureaucracy Business Companies Capital Ship Artillery Piloting Capital Ships Capital Ship Repair Capital Ship Shields Overhaul Ship Weapon Climbing/Jumping Team
Command Communications Computer Programming/Repair Kone Control Cultures Demolition Homes Dexterity Dodge Programming Droid Repair Engineering Works Repair Equipment Firearms First Help Fire Fake Documents Gambling Grenada Operation Ground Vehicle Repair ground vehicle Hide Operation Hover Pillow Repair Car
Hover Bag Intimidation Investigative version of Operation Reactive Packaging Knowledge Languages Law Enforcement Agencies Lifting Lightsaber Repair Lightsaber/Engineering Mechanics Medicine Middle Combat Meli Parry Rocket Weapon Perception Conviction Select Pocket Planetary Systems Operation Pod Racer Operation with
Power Suit Operation Repulsive Repair Operation Rocket Package Running Scholarships Search on Request Safety Sense Sensors Soak Sneak Space Transport Repair Stamina Space Transport Pilots Repair Fighters Star Artillery Ship Star Shields Repair Starship Weapon Streetuise Power Iron Vehicle Operation Repair Submarine
Vehicle Survival Swimming Swoop Operation Tactics Technical Abandoned Weapons Value Explosive Machine Operation Walker Walker Repair Force Skills Skills (Roll) (1d6) .cs100) (?) How many cubes (D) 012345677 9'10'11'12'13'14'-1)d6cs100cf0? (Pips)0 '1'2'3'4' Hit Location (need Hit Location table) (pattern: default) (name)Hit
Location (1t)Hit-Location (by template: default) (name)Initiative (Roll) (1d6!cs100c (?) Bone Perception (D) 0 1 2 345 67 8 9'10'11'12'13'14'-1)d6cs100cf0? Pips()0123 4 (tracker) Damage to the spaceship (table of necessity) (pattern: default) (name Damage to the starship? Light damage level, 1t-S-L Heavy, 1t-S-H Heavy, 1tS-S CarDamage (table of necessity) pattern:default (name Vehicle damage? Light Damage Level, No. 1t-V-L Heavy, 1t-V-H Heavy, 1tV-S Vehicle Protection (default pattern)? Type of Vehicle Car Dodge Pool Capital Ship Operation Repelling Space Transport Star Fighter Dodge Roll (Roll) 1d6! (?How many cubes (D) 01234577 8 9'10'12'13'14'1)d6cs100cf0? (Pips)0 x 1 x 2 34 (? Maneuverability Dice-0'1'2'3'4'd6cs100cf0)?? (Pips)0 12 (? Scale Modifier 0'1'2'3'5'6'd6cs100cf0) Type of Vehicle Capital Ship Repulsorlift Space Transport StarFighting (Roll) 1d6!cs100cf0 (? Body Bones/Hull 0'1'2 '3'4'5'6'7'8 9'10'11'12'13'14'-1)d6cs100cf0? (Pips)0 '1'2'3'4 (? Shield-Bones 0'1'2'3'5'5
'6'7'8 ' 9'10'11'12'13'14'd6cs100cf0)?? «Pips»0 »1»2 »3»4»? Scale Modifier 01234'5'6'd6cs100cf0) Macro to track health on tokens (requires Api TokenMod and plus/pro subscription): !token-mod-set-set Status Full Health, aura2_radius Stunned, aura2_radius-1 aura2_color-fdff00 Injured, aura2_radius No. 1 aura2_color-ff7400 Wounded
Twice, aura2_radius-1 aura2_color 003eb2 Incapacitated, aura2_radius 1 aura2_color'cf5c00 Fatally Wounded, aura2_radius 1 aura2_color-ff0040 Dead, Status-Markers, Dead/Desc (Selected) token_name Dies! /fx брызги-кровь »выбранный» token_id »выбранный»token_id »/fx светя-кровь »выбрано»token_id »
»выбрано»token_id»/fx bubbling-кровь «выбрано token_id» «выбрано» token_id Более подробная информация и картина использования здесь Инструменты для Star Wars D6 Последние обновления (2017-2018) Оружие раздел рулон фиксированной (2018-02) Транспортное средство / Корабль текстовые блоки были
добавлены в нижней части листа (2018-2018-02) Транспортные средства / Корабль текстовые блоки были добавлены в нижней части листа (2018-2018-02) световой меч бой вариант добавлен в раздел Силы, так что вы можете иметь ваши атаки и повреждения рулоны предустановленных для световой меч борьбы
(2018-02) Добавлено навыков раздела и кнопки атаки (раздел оружия) (2018-01-1-115) Увеличение размера среднего диапазона, чтобы взять трехзначные числа (раздел оружия) (2018-01-15) Название оружия правильно помекается, когда ущерб скатывается с листа (2017-11) Навыки восприятия и старое оружие
возвращается! (2017-11) All skills and attributes now rolls with pattern and bone/pip mod can be given (2017-11) Armor section runs, rolls and all (2017-11) Initiative skills have been added to the second section next to char points, with a roll that sends tracker (2017-11) rollers, Custom, with and without wild die were added to the same
section (2017-11) The video for char points were added next to the symbol attribute point (2017-11) The strength and background section can now be hidden with a flag each (2017-11) Pain Resistance in effect section were disabled for not running properly (2017-11) Other notes fixed (2017-11) Added attributes for wound levels, and
trackers for the force of the void, the number of forces active and resist Pain (2017-11-15) Added repetitive armor section with soak rolls (2017-11) All attributes and skills roll using the template Taking the wounds in considerations, and the player can additionally choose to include dice/peep mods for rolls (2017-11-15) Added the missing
Star Wars logo - black background space (2017-11-15) Checkbox, to hide the power section (2017-2017-15) Checkbox 11-15) Changing the bone icon to d6 (2017-11-15) Ideas of improving the sheet to expand the ship/vehicle section with rolls and more stat sections to move ship/vehicle section another tab simplified tab for the NPCMs
option to hide the non-extended partitions, for example. Power section for insensitive characters option to switch sheet between 1E and 2E rolls (i.e. buttons rolling c- or without wild rules to die) make Pain Resistance tracker, Can automatically remove penalty wound levels gives rolls more opportunities to track the various power of the
option of custom rolls by default (show/show roll mod requests, with/no wild die, use/don't use template pattern See also the template
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